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Character Identification

- Doris:
- Eddie:
- Mr. Hairston:
- George Graham:
- Mrs. Cassavant:
- Mr. Levine:
- Henry:
Character Identification

- Mr. Cassavant:
- Jackie Antonelli:
- Mrs. O’Brien:
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- Where does Henry work?
- What happened to Henry’s family?
  - How did it affect them?
- Why wasn’t Henry able to work or go to school?
- Who does he watch in the beginning of the story?
What does Henry learn about Mr. Levine in the arts and crafts center?

What is missing at Eddie’s grave?
  - What does Henry want to put there?

Why does Henry fight Jackie?

What is Henry’s conflict in the story?
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- How does George Graham describe Mr. Levine?
  - What does he think the village symbolizes?

- What happens when Doris and Henry meet? (on all the occasions that they meet?)
What does Henry do at the end of the novel?

Why did Mr. Hairston think it was important to take the rewards?
A major theme of this novel is the struggle of good versus evil, list several elements of this